
Automatic 4 speed winches from Pontos are more than just a simple 
evolution. They revolutionize the way the winch is used and bring 

performance to everyone.

You have the good set of sails.
Give them the winch they deserve.

A stunning line recovery with each turn of the winch handle!

Exemple for a winch GRINDER 40

Release your potential.

Pontos from Saint Malo in France has introduced a new standard to the world 
of winches. Our game-changing winches revolutionize the way you manoeuvre. 
Pontos brings racing technology to everyone and boosts your performance to new levels. 
Join us and push back your limits.

Find our 
products on:
Pontos.fr

Nicolas
Sticky Note
Doit on traduire les cm en inch ?

Nicolas
Sticky Note
Traduit par Nicolas (est-ce correct en anglais ?) 

Nicolas
Sticky Note
Traduit par Nicolas (est-ce correct en anglais ?) 

Peter Meyer
Notiz
You have the boat and sails.We give you speed aand power

Peter Meyer
Notiz
Data chart like mentioned for the trimmer.An example of line speed difference is good, but we sould show the range with as complete as possible info about the product dims, ...
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LES PLUS GRANDS SKIPPERS L’ONT DÉJÀ ADOPTÉ. 

Loïck Peyron
Happy

Pontos has reinvented winch technology, 
working on new ideas in areas that 
we thought were de� nitive, but never 
quite are. Pontos has come up with a real 
innovation. We have the same philosophy 
when working for the America’s Cup. 
I believe Pontos has genuinely gone one 
step further, bringing simplicity and ease 
of use, corresponding exactly to the size 
and speci� city of my multihull.

Sébastien Rogues
Vainqueur Class40 - 2013

The � rst thing we look for in a winch is 
reliability, Pontos has achieved that. Then 
comes performance, in other words, 
how much can a winch contribute to the 
boat’s performance. Clearly, based on 
our recent racing experiences, we can 
con� rm that Pontos’ four speed winches 
make a big difference. A de� nite plus. 
All the guys who have sailed with me are 
unanimous about Pontos. They’re great! 

SIMPLIFY YOUR MANOEUVRES 
AND BOOST YOUR PERFORMANCE.

AUTOMATIC 4 SPEED WINCH
TO SHEET-IN «HANDS -FREE»

•  The ultimate weapon to sheet-in the slack 
on all the sheets, halyards, furling lines.

•  The obvious add-on to your furling device.

•  Now, when tacking, grind in the genoa 
directly on the self-tailing.

•  Extremely effi cient for hoisting gennakers, 
staysails and spinnaker socks.

First turn the winch handle in one direction
 and then in the other. Pontos technology 
does the rest.

A BRILLIANTLY 
SIMPLE GEAR CHANGE 

On sale in our dealer network and on: Pontos.fr/winch-grinder

DESIGNED IN FRANCE AND BUILT TO LAST 

Drum in hard anodized aluminium, gears and clutch 
in 17.4 PH stainless steel and copper aluminium alloy, 
needle bearings in polyoxymethylene.

Discover the winch which sheets-in 6 times faster and kick-starts 
your performance. Whether for day sailing or for racing, change gear 

and move to a whole new style of sailing.

The secret: 4 gears which adjust to the load on the line. 

The result: as much as 70 cm of line 
recovered in just one turn 
of the winch handle.

Nicolas
Sticky Note
Je n'ai pas osé tenter la traduction sur cette phrase, Daryl je vous fais confiance ;)

Peter Meyer
Notiz
The ultimate winch to sheet-in....The ultimate drive to speed up your furling device - regardless jib, gennaker or in-mast.Tack your headsail with sheet fully wrapped on the drum. Just speed in the sheet the safe way....




